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the permiEEivity of a heterogeneous mixture by
only one relation,
At best boundaries can be given between which this
value must lie, whích boundaries come closer to-
gether Ehe more is known about a particular mixture'
This paper will treat this approach to the problem
in a general way.

2. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OE MIXTURES

2. I General theory

In Ehe classical Eheor'ies of Debye (Ref. 3) and
Onsager (Ref. 4 and Ref. 5) to describe the dielec-
tric properties of a liquid usually one molecule
is considered as a dielectric entity with a

dielectríc consÈant (DC) e- (and in case of a polar
liquid also having a dipolê moment U) surrounded
by a honogeneous and isotropic dielectric (Ref. 5).
In fact this situation is better approximaEed by
a heEerogeneous mixture where foreign granules
nith DC e. are inbedded in a homogeneous and iso-

. -. Itropic dielecEric with Dc ¿ . Now closely follo-
rirg the theory for non-pola? liquids (this exclu-
ding the dipole monent U aÈ Èhis stage) as deve-
loped by onsager and later extended by Scholte to
ellipsoidal particles (Ref. 5 and Ref. 6), the
macroscopic DC of a heEerogeneous mixture ¿_ can
be calcuiated. hre must Ehen assune EhaE the"'
granules are ellipsoids of abouE equal size and
eccenÈricity and oriented at random. The only
variation in Ehe Eheory of Onsager and ScholEe L'e
make is the generaLizaEion of attributing a DC e*
to the immediate surroundings of Ehe granule
considered. The macroscopic DC of the mixture can
Ehen be written as (Ref, 2)
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ABSTRACT

In microwave remote sensing knowledge of the die-
lectríc propettíes of the m¿teríals observed (vege-
tation, soils) is important for Èhe interpretation
of Ehe recorded refleclion or emission and for the
design of modeLs for this refleetion or emission.
Although there exists no simple single lav which
describes the properties of a heÈerogeneous system
rrhen the properties of iÈs eomponents are known,
boundaries can be indícated for the permittivity
of such a sysEem.
HeEerogeneous systems containing water, as wet
soils and plant material, have very complex díeiec-
ÈTic properties due to Èhe role of Ehe conductivi-
ty. llowever, at the higher microwave frequencies,
in partíeular above the S-band, these conductivity
effects play only a minor role and the free water
is most irùportant.
When knowing che permirtívity of wet materials Ehe
penetration depth can be detemined. In all prac-
tical cases this depth is smaLler than the hTave-
lengEh used for the observations.

I. INTRODUCTION

I(nowledge of the dielectric consEant (permittivicy)
of mat.erials is inportant in mícrowave remote
sensing. It. appears ín Èhe formulae for Ehe reflec-
tivity, the enissivity, and penetraÈion depEh. In
models for Èhe reflection or emission of compli-
cated targets as e.g. vegetation, the dielectric
properties of the component parts (stems, leaves)
must be known. All the materials involved here -
as e.g. soi1s, plant material, etc. - are hetero-
geneous systeús r¡hich contain water. Therefore Ehe
theory for the dielectric properties of hetero-
geneous mixtures containing water wiLl be Ereated,
Through Èhis whole century aEtempts have been made
Eo relaÈe the permittivity of a heterogeneous
mixture to the permittivities of its components
and nany such relations have been given in the
course of the years, The treatments given in Èhe
derivation of many of them are very basic.
Van Beek (Ref, l) gives a good survey.
However, in the choice and application of a parti-
cular mixture relaEion, the special assumptions
originally rrade in its derivation are often over-
looked and as a result the position of this field
of knowleclge is rather chaotic. In the fifties
attempts were made to clarify this situation by
van Beek (Ref. 1) and de Loor (Ref. 2). The last
author showed Ehat it is impossible to describe

¿ - ¿ = v.(¿.-¿ )molro

where v, is the volume filling factor of the dis-
persed þranules and A,, A. and Ar are Ehe depolari-
zarion factors along Ëhe ñain axËs of the ellip-
soid. In the quântity¿*.we accounted for all inter-
actions and spatial iriegularities of the granules.
This quanuity is in facE unknown and in the litera-
Ëure some assumption is usually puE forvard to
apply Eq. I for the calculation of ¿ as a function
of v.. m

In tÀe older Èheories on mixtures the influence of
Èhe surroundings is usually neglected and e* is put
equal Eo €o, rrhere when we follov Onsagers ÈreaEment
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has Èo be introduced (Ref.'1, Ref' 5)' A

thorouþ investigation of all available material
taught"empiricaliy EhaE e* always lies between
e ãnd c (Ref. 2)' This implíes that we can give
llmicingmvalues for Ehe DC 9r th"l A.' ¿.' s ând

v. are known. Even when the tom ol Etle gatt8l"é
(ànd Ehus A.) is not known such 1ímiting values
ìo, 

" 
can úe siven (which linits lie now further

aparÈT. One is found. after substiEution in (1) of
A. = 0; 0; I (disc-shaped granules) with t* = €*r
tile other by substituting A. = 1/3; l/3; l/3
(spherical granules) and ¿*l ¿.. A. can be
àeiemined, 

-however, from diel3ctrfc measurenenËs
and from microscope observation (Ref. 2, Ref. 7).
The boundary with ¿* = ¿^ and Ãt = l/3; l/3; l/3
comes close to the mixtu9e relalio. of Mæel1
(Ref. 5). This relation - being the oldest mixÈure
relation - has been used extensively. It was deri-
ved for a regular arrangement of spherical parti-
cles in å continuous phase.
Any mixture relation giving results somevhere
between the boundaries given ean sometimes give
a reasonable approximation of the dielectric be-
haviour of a particulår mixture, Such good results,
however, are often accidental and the approach as
skeEched here is certainly more generally applicable'
and for the variations net iá heterogeneous sysEems
also of sufficient accuracy.
Since fornula I is not symrreÈric three regions can
be distinguished: a region best described by a
mixture of maÉerial A in a material B as continuous
phase, a region with B in A and a region in beLween
(A+B), where it is difficult to distinguish whether
we have A in B or B in A. The transition point to
this last region A+B is difficulÈ to indícaÈe but
it lies usually somewhere beÈween a volume filLing
facEor vj of 0.2 and 0.3. For lhis region - not
knowing Èh. 

"h^p. 
factor A - the boundaríes Lie

further apart. The lo¡,¡er boundary (when €B <.¿A)is
given by using Eq. I with ¿* = €^D and asÉumin!¡ a
mixture of A in B, Èhe upper bouiäary by using
Eq. I r^riEh €* = ¿-^ and assuming a rnixture of B in
A and taking the 3Êape fa'ctor A. as: A.=l 13; l/3;
l/3, Since this region A+B is ndt of dlrect im-
portance for our treatíse we shall not discuss iE
furthe r ,

The boundaries given above also apply when losses
occur. In thaE case conplex permittiviÈies have to
be used in equation l. Losses can be due to con-
ductivity of one or both of the componenÈs of Lhe
mixÊure or can be of polar origin (relaxaÈion los-
ses). In the first case the mixtures can show
conductivity losses as a vhole and conductivity
losses of Ehe Mawell-t{agner type. They occur at the
lower frequencies, although Sillars (Ref. 8) showed
that such losses also strongly depend on the shape
of the granules, and that a distribution of shapes
Eends Eo "smear" the losses of the mixture over a
large frequency band.
l^Ihen one of the components of a heterogeneous mix-
Eure shows Losses of polar origin (which for ice
are at audio frequencies, for water aÊ microwave
frequencies) sti11 the sme boundaries apply, Eq. I

has now to be solved for complex permittivities
varying with frequency. It can be shown (Ref. 2)
Èhat the relaxation frequency (frequency r¿here the
dielectric loss facEor e" has a maximum) of the
mixture is always Èhe same or higher Ehan that of
Èhe relaxing component.

2.2 Tngexfaces and surve of losses in heter
s ys Ëems

Many heterogeneous systems conÈaining waÈer as e.g.

biological systems,
sandsÈones (Ref. I

losses at the lover

soils (Ref. 9, Ref. I 0) ,
l), etc. shov very high DC's
frequencies.
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fig, I measurements of DC ¿r and conductivity o

of soiL after (9)0, lom after (10)x,
and water-saturated sandstones after (ll):
fresh water A , salt \,/ater tr.

Fig. I gives an example. Even with the assumption
of eonducting granules (or inclusions) we cannot
explain these high values. In aIl considerations
given up cill now, it has always been assumed EhaÈ
the constituents of the mixture do not influence
each otherrs properEies, and boundary layers
betlreen the components were assumed either to be
absent or to have negligible effects on lhe cal-
culations. This assumpÈion no longer applies here.
The first effect coming inEo play are charged double
layers due to the counEer ion atmosphere around
a granule by an external fieLd (Ref. 12). This
effect can be inÈroduced in the theory as given
before by attributing a dipole moment to a granule
(or inclusion) in the sme way as in Ehe classical
theories Debye and Onsager extended Èhe theory
for non-polar liquíds to Èhat of polar liquids
(Ref. 5). Size and shape of Èhe granules or in-
clusíons infl-uence the relaxation frequency asso-
ciated with Èhis effect. (Ref, l2). Since many sizes
and shapes usually are present in the conplieated
systems now under consideraÉion a large spread in
relaxation tines is to be expecÈed. The sane applies
for Èhe second phenomenon described by OrKonski
(Ref. 13), Aceording to this Eheory the granule
or inclusion can be considered as a condueÈing
inclusion at Èhe lower frequencies.
0f both phenomena Èhe first is effective Eo abouÈ
a 100 kHz, where the effeets of lhe last can
extend into the mierowaves.
All the losses togeÊher uake Ehat the conductivity
o (6rr = 60 Ào; with À the wavelength in cm and o
in Mho/crn) becones reasonably constant over a

fairly large frequency interval as fig. i also

and

I
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fig. 2 survey of losses in heterogeneous mixtures containíng water; a. vithout interfaees, b. with
interfaces present.

æ
relaxauon

Fig. 2 sumarízes ai-l losses which can occur in
heEerogeneous systems containing waÈer. Different
regions can be disEinguished. At the lower fre-
quencies many effects are inEerwoven which make

unraveling of the different phenomena nearly impos-
sib1e. At microwave frequencies Ehe situation is
much simpler: only Èhe relaxation losses due to
the polar losses of the free water are of impor-
tance.
rn Ehe region in beÈween : lo7 - lO9 llz just below
the microvaves, conductivity phenonena stilL play
a role but. also losses of polar origin of an inter-
mediale fom of bound water (intermediate between
the free water and Èhe very tightly bound water
with a more or less 'ice-liker structure (Ref. 14,
Ref. l5).
Knowledge of the interplay of these losses wich the
conductivity Losses and the polar Losses of Ehe
free water are of great importance for a good
understanding of the phenomena occurring in this
frequency region and at microwave frequencies.

3. APPLICATION TO REMOTE SENSING

3. I General

trle shall Ereat the two cases of mixEures with a

low water content (water particles in a continuous
phase: A in B) and with a high water content
(water as continous phase: B in A) somewhat more
extensiveLy. We then consider the mixture A in B

as representative for materials as snow, soi1s,
sandstone, eÈc. and the mixture B in A for e.g.
plant material.
Figure 3 describes the dielectric^Properties of
pure waEer and seawaEer at T = 20- C , where
figure 4 gives Ehe Cole-Cole loci e" = f(e')

surface- conducttvtty

+
bound forms ol
woter, relaxation

(Ref.5, Ref. l4). At the 1ow frequency end of the
locus for sea r,¡ater hte see the influence of the
conductivity, The ÈoÈaL loss factor c" is the
sum of the dipolar losses (e"r-- ) and the conduc-
civitv losses (e" ) . Llhen we SÈBÊtt"t e" (= 60 Ào)
fror ¿" we obtaince",. and Ehe locus ¿"Ï, = f(¿')
will become . ="ti-"îfBt" for sea water 8tBo. this
applies for heterogenous mixtures also. I,Je first
must subEracÈ the conductivicy losses e"*o
before we can p1oÈ Èhe funcÈion_ 9"r-= f(t'*). Since
¿-, resp, €^, now is complex, this"-locus i5 a

cònformal EÏansformatíon from che (e'- ,e"- )-plane,
resp, the (e'^,e"^)-p1ane, Eo the (e'j,e"j)-pI..e.
As we have seËn f8r water the functioä el'¡r¡= f(e')
is a semi-circular locus (CoLe-Cole arc (Ref.5,
Ref, l4)). This is not Èhe case for all the Erans-
fomations through the available mixture relations
(Ref. 2), but it does apply for the boundaries
used here.
Then we ean write:

(2a)

(2b)

l^Ihere e and ê are the 'staËicr DC (before
relaxatTSn "trtË) 

and the 'high frequency' Dc
(when relaxation is over) of the mixture and
À the wavelength belonging to the relaxaËion
fPequency,
Since we deal with microwave remoEe sensing,
conductivity effects play only a minor role and,
when sti11 present, only aÈ Ehe lower microwave
frequencies. So only the dipolar losses of the
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fig. 3 dielectric propertíes of lÀlater as a funcEion of

free water remain of importance and - again at the
lower microwave frequencies - the dipolar losses
of internediate forrns of water (Ref. 14, Ref. l5
and Ref. 21).
So to calculate c we must know Ehe total mount
of free water. ThB bound wateï can be consid.ered
as õõonging to Lhe other phase, since its DC wílL
be lor¿ and of Èhe same order of magnitude as that
other phâse. Methods are available to deterrnine
this Eotal anount of free water (Ref. 14, Ref. 16

and Ref. l7), but we shall not consider them here.

3,2 Mixtures with a low water content

We shall Èreat two special cases as exmples of how
the Eheory can be used, Fig, 5 gives results repor-
ted by Poley eÈ al (Ref. ll) on fresh water-satura-
Eed sandsEones at 500 MHz, outside the region
where Ehe conductivicy plays the major role and
where the polar Losses of water are stil1 small.

io8 t0 ioî1

frequency

e. = 80. e = 4.37 wirh A. = l/3: | /3i l/3 ald
¿* = e- foP L and A, = 0;J0; t ritt, ¿* = e. for u.
A1l ne?sureci valuesl lie near the upper bouïdary
indicating Ehat Ehe shape facEors A. involved
deviate from those belonging to sphérical inclu-
sions. Calculations as given in (Ref. 7) can give
an indication of Ehese values,
The example given above is sti1l a good two-phase
nixture: wåter particles embedded in sandsEone.
The Eheory, however, can also be applied to
materials as snoÌ,r and soil. When water is added
to such materials we in facE obtain three-phase
mixtures, but we can approximate Ehem reasonably
uell as two-phase mixËures by considering the dry
soil, or dry snow, as the continuous phase,

fig, 5 DC of fresh water - saturated sandstones
as a functíon of porosity at 500 MHz.
After (Ref. ll) with boundaries.

When water penetrates Ehese materials, the shape
factor A will cerEainly noÈ be a consÈant as a
function of the volume filling factor v., but the

ib6 io7
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fig. 4 Cole-Cole arcs for pure water (drawn line)
and sea water (dashed line).

The boundaries for Ëhe DC ¿ are included
(U: upper boundary; L: Lower\oundary) using the
following quanEities in formula I :
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fig. 6 DC of snow as a funcÈion of liquid water
contenE at 6 GLlz, After (Ref. 18) as reported
by (Ref. l9), l^Iith caleulated boundaries.

An example is given in fígure 6' Measurements are
given on snow (Ref, l8) as reported by SÈiles and
Ulaby (Ref. l9),
The boundaries as calculated by us are included
in the fisure. Here we used e. = 62.5 - i l8.l
(water o.t 0o C aE 6 c\z (Ref.rl4)) and c- = 2.5
(given by Ehe measurements: exErapolatíoB eo

v. = 0).
TÈu r"r"..".enÊs spread over a band., which again
lies closest Eo Ehe upper boundary. The spread is
easy of explanation: the hray in which Èhe water
comes in the mixture (shape factor A) r¡i1l vary
from sæp1e to sample, but again with a certaín
preference for non-spherical (water) particles.
Using these measurements aE 6 GHz we can now pre-
dicE e also for other microwave frequencies and

- m_within"'closer boundaries. t{e shall do this for
l0 GHz. lle first deEermine the Cole-Cole arcs for
Ehe Ewo boundaries and e for a series of values
of v. at 6 and 10 GHz, WË ean calculate t
(e. r= 88, e = 2.5) and e (¿. = 5.5, Bs = 2.5)
inåÊ, r¿l , rfg. z giu"" ".tË*.ipti" ro, u. =o o. z.
I{e now introduce the range of values fouåd in
fig. 6 for Ehe ehosen value of v, (thick line in
ríe. 7). '
The highest value coincides with Ehe value given
by the upper boundary the lowest value measured
is indicated by an open point. Using this value and
e_ we can now drar¿ a Cole-Cole arc, which now is
tffi improved 1o¡¡er bound.ary for all microwave
frequencies for Ehis value of v,. The value for
lO GlIz is also indicaÈed by an åpen point. After
we have done Chis operation for a number of values
of v. we obtain_fig, B: a prediction for the boun-
dary'values of e = f(v.) between which the DC

for snow wiII be ät lO cÈ2.

3.3 Mixtures with a high \rater content

This case is of particular importance for the
deterrninatíon of Ehe dielectric properties of plant
material. There are not many measutements available,

but again we can infer from them Ehe values we
may expect.

fig. 7 Cole-Cole arcs for snow with a liquid
water content of v. = 0.2. Boundaries
(U:upper, L:lover)rand nev lower boundary
inferred fÏom the daEa of fígure 6.

Ref. l7 gives measuremenEs on a group of such
mixtures. From them we Èake figure 9. It gives
the Cole-Cole arcs e" .. = f(sr ) for three
model mixtures: Agar [flt(¿ = 0.85** Mho/cm),
agar 87" (o = 1.7 n Mho/cn) , 27 agat wLEh 257"
starch (o = 2.3 m llho/cm).

0

Éig '

0.ì

8 boundaries for Ehe DC of sno'¡ as a funcÈíon
of liquíd water content at l0 GHz, predic-
Eed.

The real value of e" = err ., + e"m md 1P fio
In figure l0 we plot the values for e so ob-
taineã, together with the boundaries.ms
The values for Ehe agar model mixtures approach
the lower boundary, but here this is due to tge
high amount of bound water (order of 1.5 g/cm
(Ref. l7)). The values for potato (P), starch (S)
and meat (M) come closer to Ehe values we mây
expect for plant maÈeriaI,
Shifts in relaxation time are sma1l here (when ac
all presenE) for the mixture, so we can use Ehat
given for water. This makes it easy to predict
the values for planE material when knowing Ehe

0302



amount of solid naEerial in it by using formula l

(calculation of ¿ ) in combination with 2 and

addine ¿" fhe ËSnductivity o can be deEermined
at DC or Tuku, "ich 

an ordinary conductivity mecer'

fis. 9 measurenenEs €r' ,, = f(¿t ) for water 0,
r.ã tht"" model mixtur88lPteut 47"mA, agax 8% x and
starch V. After (Ref' l7)' Frequencies indicated
at the measurement points in Gltz.

with P: power at depth d, Po: Power at the surface
and

ar
o = í1 VT-i.sínjô

À

rr'ith À the waveLengÈh used, lel =
i5 the loss-angle (tan ô = ¿"/e') .

The penetration depth is defined by 2ol =
depth where Ehe power is attenuated to l/e
So:

rÀn =-" 2a 4rVIe l. sinå¿j

and

, so the
(377") .

(3)

fis. lO ¿ = f(v,): calculated boundaries wiEh" tEå"tteà $.1t., after (Ref. 17). A : agar,
P: potato, S : starch and M: neat.

4. PENETRATION DEPTH

Some remarks on the penetration depth are useful'
It is often elaimed that fairly large penetration
depths would be possible at microwaves. Knowing
the díelectric properties of the materials involved
we can calculate the penetraÈion depth D and see
wheEher this is Erue.
The penetration depth can be calculated with the
aid of the following formulae:

P = P .-2ud
o

Since even for the driest materials (e.g' dry sand)
y'ÎãÌ t 1.5, sinåô must be smaller Ehan l/6T = 0'053
and thus tan 6 < 0.106 to make D larger than À' Ehe

wavelength used. This value is reached at a few
percent moisture already in mosÈ materials. This
means that in most cases D/À will be smaller than
I or: the peneEraËion depEh r.li11 usually be smaller
Ehan the wavelength used.
Let us take an average soil as an example' In fig.l'
among others, the dielectric properties of two
soils are given for the lower frequencies. The
values of Smith-Rose (Ref' 9) apply for an average
soil in Europe. [,Ihen we extend the curves of
figure I to Èhe microwave region rtith Ehe aid of
the measurements of Lundien (Ref. 20) and Hoekstra
and Delaney (Ref, 21) and Èhe Èheoretical conside-
rations given in paragraph 3.2, we obtain figure ll
giving D/À as a function of frequency. tr"le see that
D/À remains far below I for all frequencies.
So D/À < l. At C- and X-band we may not expect
penetration depths larger than 2 Eo 1 cm. YeÈ we

know from many observaÈions that soil moisÈure can
be measured at those frequencies. (Ref. 22).

D¡

1

- 

freq. c/s

fig. ll penetration depth D < À. D/À as a function
of frequency for an average soi1.

This would mean that either Èhe moisture of the
top soil.is a measure for the moisture at larger
depths a1so, or Ehat we obserue it indirectly
with the aid of an indicator. For exanPle: Ehe

fact that Ulaby (Ref. 22) ftús a beEter correlation
with moisture at a somewhat greåter depth for soils
covered !¡ith vegeÈation than in bare soils could
indicate Ehat the vegeEation plays a role in that
case: the value quoted comes closer to Èhe depth
associated with Èhe root zone.
hlhen this Èïue, Ehe real indicators for soil
moisture must still be found.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The dieleclric properties of heterogeneous mixtures
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have been discussed. The theory can be applied for
the underslanding of the dielectric Properties of
the materials met in microwave remote sensing. A1-
though it is impossible Eo give one relation for
the DC of a heEerogeneous mixture - and in particu-
lar a mixture containing water - boundaries can be
given between t¿hich its DC nusE Lie' These bounda-
ries come closer Eogether the nore is knoltn about
a particular mixture. This approach of using boun-
daries is in fact very useful in microwave remote
sensing since ther,e will aLways be a spread in the
dielectric properties of the materials involved
due to their naturaL variability.
The behaviour of heterogeneous systems containing
water is very conplicated at the frequencies below
the microwaves. However, in the microv¡ave region
only the free waÈer is importanÈ since the bound
water has properties comparable Eo those of the
oÈher phase. This fact evenEually nay explain the
observation made by Ulaby (Ref. 22) t]naE the rela-
tion of the backscatÈer to water tension is more
or less independent of soil type.
LIhen knowing the DC of the maÈerials involved the
ÈheoreÈical reflection, emission and penetralion
depth can be determined. Usually further modelling
will be necessary to come to the actual backscat-
Eer or ernission of a natural target due Eo eompli-
cations as roughness, et.c. The penetraEion depEh
for soil is snaller than Ehe wavelength used for
Ehe observation in all practical cases.
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